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Sugar Animals Twenty To Make
Learn how to make twenty different decorated cup cakes from Frances
McNaughton's inspired designs.
Provides instructions on sculpting, texturing, and painting sugar animals,
including elephants, cows, meerkats, and tortoises.
Included in this book are instructions on how to make reindeer, Father Christmas,
Mrs Claus, an assortment of elves and fairies and much more. It contains step-bystep instructions and helpful photographs to help you begin your sugarcraft
journey and create lovely sugary things to decorate your home and cakes this
Christmas!
Sugarcraft expert Frances McNaughton has designed twenty wonderful
chocolate animals in white, dark and milk varieties, so you can make perfect cake
toppers for animals lovers and chocoholics everywhere.
Sugarcraft expert Frances McNaughton has designed twenty wonderful sugar animals
that you will want to make using simple techniques and readily available ingredients.
Twenty granny square patterns, each with alternative colourways, that are easy and fun
to make.
Twenty to Make Taster Projects includes an exciting selection of 20 fantastic projects
on crafts such as sewing and stitching, knitting, sugarcraft, felt work, cross stitch,
crochet, and jewellery making. Once you have enjoyed experimenting with these fun
taster projects, there are many more Twenty to Make books available on lots of
different craft subjects.
"These irresistibly cute tiny knitted toys, suitable for knitters of all abilities, are bursting
with character and charm. Tiny enough to be clutched in a small hand, these projects
include a teddy bear, a cheeky monkey, a rabbit and a flying saucer. They are perfect
for using up scraps of yarn and will delight children and adults alike,"--page [4] of cover.
Marrianne Mercer shows how to make beautiful, stylish and fashionable jewellery using
all kinds of buttons and simple techniques. There is clear advice on the tools and
materials needed, and step by step instructions and detailed close-up photographs
make the projects easily achievable. Clear diagrams are provided where necessary so
that even beginners to jewellery making will be able to make all the pieces.
Paula MacLeod shows you how to make a fun collection of sugar sporties! These
modelling paste characters are the perfect cake toppers for someone special who loves
to get active. Choose between a tennis player, swimmer, golfer, footballer or even a
windsurfer. Sport lovers will be thrilled to see any of these characters on top of a
celebratory cake.
Want a special decoration for a party or wedding cake...girly cupcakes or designer
cookies? Shoes are hot fashion and a sugar sensation. From gorgeous flirty bling
beauties to fun, fluffy slippers and comfortable fashion boots, best-selling sugarcraft
author, Frances McNaughton shows how to create tasty footwear - some with matching
bags and an assortment of sweet embellishments. Shoe and bag cutters/moulds are
available on the internet from sugarcraft outlets and Amazon sell them too. The
following are some of the projects, and bags will follow the shoe theme: simple flip
flops, sandals, stilettos, Cinderella shoes, ballet shoes, sweet sporties, sweet strappies,
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boots, baby shoes, fantasy shoes, patterned and printed shoes. The constituent parts
of the shoes and bags are shown with the step by step instructions, and annotated for
clarity, then the finished items are pictured in all their splendour. People will love to
make these cake toppers for friends or relatives who can't get enough shoes.
Sugarcraft expert Frances McNaughton has designed twenty wonderful sugar birds that
you will want to make using simple techniques and readily available ingredients.

Seven superb short stories from the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Meet the boy who can talk to animals and the
man who can see with his eyes closed. And find out about the treasure buried
deep underground. A cleaver mix of fact and fiction, this collection also includes
how master storyteller Roald Dahl became a writer. With Roald Dahl, you can
never be sure where reality ends and fantasy begins. "All the tales are entrancing
inventions." —Publishers Weekly
Sugarcraft expert, Frances McNaughton, has designed twenty wonderful sugar
fairies that you will want to make using simple techniques and readily available
ingredients.
Crochet 20 little bears and dress them up in a wonderful range of colourful outfits
that will delight both adults and children alike. All the bears in the book are based
on the same, simple crocheted bear, approximately 12cm (4 in) tall, instructions
for which are provided at the beginning of the book. The bears have a firm
texture and are made in a stable, seated position. There are 20 unique bears to
choose from, each with its own crocheted outfit, and of course all of the
characters can be adapted by simply changing the colours used or by 'mixing
and matching' the various items iof clothing and accessories. Build up a collection
of your own handmade bears, or create gorgeous, personalised gifts for your
friends and family to suit any occasion.
Cake expert Paula Macleod has designed twenty wonderful cake pops that you
will want to make using simple techniques and readily available ingredients.
This is another sugarcraft book in a hugely successful series, in which sugarcraft
titles have excelled. Followers of best-selling author Frances McNaughton will
snap up this title on the popular subject of bags in sugar. Beginners will be
inspired to have a go at sugarcraft for the first time, and more experienced cake
decoraters will love the twenty original designs, with alternative ideas thrown in.
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